EUROGIN 2024
Waterfront Congress Centre
Stockholm, Sweden
Exhibition: March 13-15

EXHIBITION FLOORPLAN

Legend
- Pillar - Ø 0.45 m
- Large Pillar - Ø 0.8 m
- Booth Height Limit - 3.50 m
- Booth Height Limit - 2.50 m
- Coffee Station
- Booked

CONFERENCE ROOM A01
(Auditorium)

Access to A01 (Parterre Level)
Doors closed during sessions

EXHIBITORS LIST

A01  ULISSSE
A02  LIFERIVER
A03  ROVERS MEDICAL DEVICES
A04  FUJIREBIO
B01  SEEGENE
B02  HOLOGIC
B03  SANSURE
B04  DALTON BIOSCIENCE
B05  YANENG BIOSCIENCE
B06  ROCHE
B09  COPAN
B10  RDI
B13  BIOPERFECTUS
B14  BD
B17  SONIC HEALTHCARE
B18  IPVS (International Papillomavirus Society)
B25  ATILA BIOSYSTEMS
C02  ONCOSNOSTICS
C03  MICROBIX
C04  P95
C05  NOVOSANIS
C06  V-VEIL PRODUCTION

EXHIBITORS LIST
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A03  ROVERS MEDICAL DEVICES
A04  FUJIREBIO
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B25  ATILA BIOSYSTEMS
C02  ONCOSNOSTICS
C03  MICROBIX
C04  P95
C05  NOVOSANIS
C06  V-VEIL PRODUCTION

Access to A01 (Middle / Upper Levels)
Access to A02 / A04

To RESTAURANT
To POSTER AREA
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